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Abstract— The automatic design of well-performing robotic
controllers is still an unsolved problem due to the inherently
large parameter space and noisy, often hard-to-define perfor-
mance metrics, especially when sequential tasks need to be
accomplished. Distal control architectures, which combine pre-
coded basic behaviors into a (probabilistic) finite state machine
offer a promising solution to this problem.

In this paper, we enhance a Mixed-Discrete Particle Swarm
Optimization (MDPSO) algorithm with an Optimal Computing
Budget Allocation (OCBA) scheme to automatically synthesize
distal control architectures. We benchmark MDPSO-OCBA’s
performance against the original MDPSO as well as the Iterated
F-Race (IRACE) and the Mesh Adaptive Direct Search (MADS)
algorithms on both a benchmark function with different noise
levels and design problems of distal control architectures.
More specifically, we evaluate the algorithms using high-fidelity
simulations in three increasingly challenging scenarios involving
parallel and sequential tasks. Additionally, the best perform-
ing controller generated in simulation by each optimization
algorithm is compared with a manually designed solution and
validated with physical experiments.

The analysis on the benchmark function with different noise
levels demonstrates MDPSO-OCBA’s high robustness to noise.
The comparison on the robotic control design problems shows
that, without any meta-parameter tuning, MDPSO-OCBA is
able to generate the best performing control architectures over-
all, closely followed by IRACE. They significantly outperform
MADS for the more complex and noisier scenarios, resulting in
competitive controllers in comparison to the manually designed
one.

I. INTRODUCTION

Effectively designing and optimizing control algorithms
for robotic systems plays a crucial role in enabling them to
accomplish increasingly complex tasks. While many robotic
systems are still designed manually, automatic control design
is gaining popularity. Tasks solved with automatically de-
signed controller range from obstacle avoidance [1] to more
complicated assignments, such as an excavation task in [2].

In order to achieve controllers capable of solving these
tasks, different control architectures have been proposed. A
currently highly popular option is represented by lightweight
and proximal architectures (such as Artificial Neural Net-
works, ANNs) in combination with meta-heuristic optimizers
(e.g., PSO, c.f. [1] for example) or Reinforcement Learning
(RL, cf. [3] for example). Such architectures present numer-
ous advantages, such as, RL only needing either a positive
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or negative feedback or, for other metaheuristic methods,
the definition of fitness functions of arbitrary complexity.
However, they also imply several known (and still unsolved)
challenges, including, for example, the interpretability (for
humans), traceability and verifyability.

Another, promising alternative are distal control architec-
tures in combination with a possibly robust optimization
method. A distal controller includes a set of basic behav-
iors (such as ‘turn clockwise’ or more high-level such as
‘phototaxis’), which an arbitrator, potentially a probabilistic
one, combines to solve a given problem. In [4], [5], [6], [7],
Iterated F-Race (IRACE) is used to create probabilistic Finite
State Machines (FSMs) combining basic behaviors. In [8], a
framework leveraging grammatical evolution is proposed to
carry out the same operation. The main advantages of such
distal control architectures is the ability to combine automatic
control generation with interpretability and verifiability of
the resulting controller due to the natural ease of humans in
understanding FSMs. Furthermore, reuse of basic behaviors,
while also possible in proximal architectures, is highly facil-
itated through the functional abstractions introduced in the
distal control architecture.

Regardless of the chosen control architecture, an important
challenge in automatic design of robotic controllers is the
definition of the performance metric of the targeted scenario.
This is often done ad hoc, though there are several dedicated
works focusing on metric definitions for a specific problem,
such as [9], [10] or [11]. However, this work uses sequential
tasks (i.e. subtask A has to be solved before starting subtask
B), for which the design of performance metrics, to the best
of our knowledge, has not been well-studied.

The main contributions of this work are thus three-fold.
First, we enhance the Mixed-Discrete Particle Swarm Opti-
mization (MDPSO) algorithm, firstly introduced in [12], with
an Optimal Computing Budget Allocation (OCBA) scheme
[13] in order to handle noisy performance evaluations of can-
didate solutions inherent to challenges in robotic controller
design. The enhanced MDPSO-OCBA is compared to the
original MDPSO first, before being benchmarked against two
competitive mixed-integer optimization algorithms: IRACE
[14] which has been previously used to generate FSMs and
Mesh Adaptive Direct Search (MADS) for constrained opti-
mization [15], a state-of-the-art extension of the generalized
pattern search algorithm class.

Second, while MDPSO has been thoroughly tested and
benchmarked on noise-free benchmark functions [12], we
apply it here to a noisy benchmark function as well as
to three concrete, highly stochastic scenarios of automatic



control generation for wheeled robots. This represents a
challenging benchmark suite that, to our knowledge, has not
been considered before for this algorithm.

Third, we propose to encode the performance metric of
sequential tasks using discrete steps in the fitness landscape.
Depending on the achievement of sub-tasks, the robot’s
performance metric is increased permanently (e.g., doubles).
Since sequential tasks occur in many complex real life
scenarios, by defining the performance metric using such
discrete steps, the efficiency and transparency of its design
can be simplified significantly for numerous problems. This
comes at the price of introducing additional difficulties in the
optimization problem. By using three scenarios with gradual
introduction of sequential tasks eventually constituting a sim-
plified version of a search and rescue mission, we therefore
demonstrate that, despite discrete steps in the performance
metrics, the overall optimization problem remains viable.

In order to prove the validity of the FSMs generated in
simulation, the best performing controller produced by each
optimization algorithm is then compared with a manually
designed solution and validated with physical experiments.

The paper is organized as follows: first, the problem tack-
led, the approach, and the experimental set-up are described.
We then present and discuss the experimental results and end
with some conclusive remarks.

II. APPROACH
In order to automatically generate controllers, the ap-

proach used in this work is based on the representation of
a behavioral arbitrator as a FSM, as introduced in [4]. For
each state of the FSM, a Basic Behavior (BB) needs to be
chosen out of a set B of predefined BBs. Likewise, for
every transition in the FSM, the target state needs to be
defined, and one or multiple conditions for the transition
need to be selected out of a set C of predefined conditions.
To allow for some flexibility, both conditions and BB have
attributes which need to be specified. Each FSM candidate
is then evaluated using a high-fidelity robotics simulator,
according to a predefined, scenario-dependent cost function.
Additionally, a given FSM can be expressed as a vector
of mixed-integer numbers using an FSM-encoding grammar.
The associated optimization problem is therefore concerned
with finding the vector which minimizes the cost function
obtained through the high-fidelity simulator.

This optimization problem can be categorized more pre-
cisely as a black-box Mixed-Integer Nonlinear Programming
(MINLP), characterized by both continuous and discrete
(or categorical) variables, and nonlinear objective functions.
While for this work variable bounds are the only constraints
needed, for more complex tasks one could also imagine to
add the most critical objectives, such as collision avoidance.

As a result, two main components are needed for the
approach presented: a FSM encoding grammar and an opti-
mization algorithm.

A. FSM encoding grammar
A generic FSM F , with Ns states and ND = NS(NS− 1)

possible state transitions, can be encoded as a vector of both

Fig. 1: Example of a generated FSM for the Exploration
with Stopping scenario (NS = 2). The initial state is displayed
by a double circle, other states by a single circle. State
transitions are indicated by arrows. The FSM displayed
here is encoded through the mixed-integer vector given by:
1 3 1 1 4 5 4 4 0.91 0.21 0.21 0.12 0.96 0.39 0.24 0.81

discrete and continuous numbers as follows:

F = [[B] [D] [C] [AB] [AC]] (1)

where:

• B consists of B1...BNS ∈ B, corresponding to the se-
lected behaviors for the NS behavior slots, where B is
the set of available behaviors.

• D consists of D1...DND ∈ {1, ..,NS}, corresponding to
the destinations or target behavioral slots of every
transition.

• C consists of C1...CNC ·ND ∈ C corresponding to the
conditions for each transition to happen, where C is
the set of available transition conditions and NC to the
number of conditions allowed per transition.

• AB consists of A1...ANBP·NS ∈ [0,1], corresponding to the
parameters of the behaviors, where NBP is the number
of parameters allowed per behavior.

• AC consists of A1...ANCP·NC ·ND ∈ [0,1], corresponding
to the parameters of the conditions, where NCP is the
number of parameters allowed per condition.

As the length of vector F corresponds to the length
of the cardinality of the sets above, the total number of
variables for a FSM can thus be expressed as NV = NS(NS+
NBP +NC(NS− 1)(1+NCP)). The numerical values used in
this work are NC = 2, NBP = 2, NCP = 1 and NS ∈ {1,2}
depending on the scenario.

The behaviors and conditions used in this work are sum-
marized in Tables I and II. Figure 1 gives an example of
a FSM and its corresponding 16 dimensional vector. The
translation from a FSM to a corresponding vector or vice-
versa can be achieved using Equation 1 as well as Tables I
and II. It is worth noting that the sensor threshold parameter
of the conditions allows for highly flexible use of conditions.
For example, the condition “above grey floor at T ” can even
be used in a limited way to detect black floor, given the right
threshold. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 1, transitions onto
itself, as well as multiple same states or conditions with the
same or different arguments, are possible.



Hence, the optimization problem can be defined as

min
F

σ(S (F )) (2)

where S corresponds to the resulting robot behavior in
the simulator for a given F , and σ is the cost function,
depending on the targeted scenario. The σ ’s for the scenarios
considered here are given in Table III. Note that due to
the stochastic nature of robotics, a precise mathematical
formulation of S is usually impossible, explaining the use
of a high fidelity simulator.

TABLE I: Set B of predefined basic behaviors A more
detailed definition of each behavior can be found in Ap-
pendix A.

ID Behavior Parameter 1 Parameter 2

1 Obstacle avoidance agressivity distance threshold
2 Light following agressivity unused
3 Stop unused unused

TABLE II: Set C of predefined transition condition

ID returns true at time T if Parameter

0 always true unused
1 above grey floor at T sensor treshold
2 above white floor at T sensor treshold
3 obstacles in range at T sensor treshold
4 no obstacles in range at T sensor treshold
5 above black floor at T sensor treshold
6 above black floor at any t ∈ [0...T ] sensor treshold

B. Optimization algorithms

In order to optimize a MINLP problem, numerous state-of-
the-art algorithms are available. However, for our application,
we are particularly interested in algorithms which are able
to handle stochastic MINLP. In this work, we introduce
MDPSO enhanced with OCBA. We consider both variants
introduced in [12], with and without explicit diversity preser-
vation. MDPSO’s performance is compared to MADS [15]
through the implementation NOMAD [16], [17] and IRACE
[14] with its available implementation in R. Both MADS and
IRACE have been employed on noisy MINLP before, making
them ideal candidates for benchmarking MDPSO-OCBA.

1) MADS: MADS is a state-of-the-art direct search al-
gorithm with rigorous convergence analysis. It extends the
Generalized Pattern Search algorithms with local exploration
in an asymptotically small mesh spanning the optimization
variable space. The algorithm has been designed to solve dif-
ficult blackbox optimization problems involving nonsmooth,
nonlinear cost functions, as well as mixed-discrete vari-
ables. This corresponds well to our problem’s characteristics.
Moreover, the NOMAD implementation used in this work
includes many recent improvements on the original algorithm
including noise resistance [18].

2) IRACE: IRACE is a state of the art racing algorithm
which has already shown its capabilities in similar noisy
MINLP optimization problems, such as in [4]. IRACE is an
iterated version of the F-Race algorithm, which is based on
evaluating a finite set of candidate solutions through system-
atic allocation of computational resources. Initially similar
to a brute-force approach, the algorithm then drops under-
performing candidates in order to increase the computational
budget available to decide the best performing candidates.

3) MDPSO: MDPSO is a mixed-discrete variant of PSO,
where the MD part can be roughly described as an additional
rounding introduced to obtain discrete variables. PSO is
based on having a finite set of particles deployed in the
optimization variable space. Particles are represented by
position (the actual candidate solution) and velocity vectors.
Each particle’s velocity in this space is then influenced by the
personal and neighborhood best candidate solutions found so
far, as well as an inertia term.

Given the previous superior performances of noise-
resistant PSO variants in robotic control shaping under highly
stochastic conditions [1], highly competitive when compared
to Reinforcement Learning [19] and evolutionary approaches
[20], noise-resistant MDPSO seems a promising option for
solving mixed-integer problems in the very same context.

We therefore have enhanced the original, MDPSO algo-
rithm introduced in [12] with an OCBA scheme, in order
to better handle the noise inherent to robotic systems as
shown in Algorithm 1. Akin to OCBA C of [21], for every
PSO iteration, after initial n0 evaluations of each particle’s
solution, OCBA determines, based on means and standard
deviations, how much of the total available iteration budget
Bi each candidate solution should be allocated in order to
enable an optimal performance comparison between them.
Note that the difference between OCBA C of [21] and this
algorithm is in the way particle positions are updated, as
shown in Algorithm 2.

In [12], an explicit diversity preservation mechanism was
introduced which allows to avoid premature convergence in
some cases by adding a motion vector away from the neigh-
borhood’s best position with varying weight, depending on
the convergence of the particles. However, as this mechanism
does not always result in better optimization performance
[12], we also consider a version of MDPSO without explicit
diversity preservation in this work. This “MDPSO without
diversity preservation” corresponds to a classical, OCBA-
enhanced noise-resistant PSO as in [21], with the additional
rounding to obtain discrete variables as in [12].

The used PSO neighborhood in this work has been set to
global in an effort to limit the number of meta-parameters.
The evaluation budget available per iteration has been set
experimentally to Bi = 3Np, where Np is the number of
particles used by the PSO. Further OCBA parameters used
are the number of initial particle evaluations n0 = 2 and ∆= 2
the number of re-evaluations allocated together.

For the sake of conciseness, further in-depth descriptions
of the different optimization algorithms are omitted here. We
refer the reader to the respective works [12] for MDPSO, [13]



Algorithm 1: MDPSO OCBA
Initialize particles
n← 0
while n < NE do

Initialize iteration budget: Bi← 3Np
n← n+Bi
for Np particles do

Evaluate new particle position n0 times
Bi← Bi−n0

end
while Bi > 0 do

Allocate ∆ samples among current positions
and personal bests using OCBA

Evaluate allocated samples
Recalculate mean and variance for new

evaluations
Bi← Bi−∆

end
for Np particles do

Update personal best
Update neighborhood best
Update particle position (Alg. 2)

end
end

for OCBA, [15] for MADS and [14] for IRACE.

C. Scenarios

Initially, the optimization algorithms are challenged on
a mixed-discrete benchmark function composed of both a
2 dimensional Rastrigin and a 2 dimensional Rosenbrock
function as shown in Equation 3. It is worth noting at this
point that there have been recent efforts in creating mixed
integer benchmark suites such as [22]. The use of such suites
for in-depth comparisons of MDPSO-OCBA against state
of the art algorithms on benchmark functions is undisputed.
However, as this work focuses on the application and perfor-
mance of MDPSO-OCBA for automatic design of behavioral
arbitrators in robotics, such an in-depth comparison would
exceed the scope of this paper. Therefore, the benchmark
function in Equation 3 has been designed to match both
discrete and continuous dimensions of the first control design
scenario, while enabling comparison across different noise
levels. frastr corresponds to a standard 2D Rastrigin function,
frosenbr to a standard 2D Rosenbrock function. To enforce
a unique global best (of value -5 at {0,0,0}) the Rastrigin
values are offset by -5. Additive, zero-mean gaussian noise
with a standard deviation of nstd is added in both cases.

f (d,c1,c2,nstd) = N (0,nstd)+

{
frastr(c1,c2)−5 if d = 0
frosenbr(c1,c2) if d = 1

s.t. d ∈ {1,2} and c1,c2 ∈ [−5.12,5.12] (3)

In a second step, all the selected optimization algorithms
are challenged with the generation of robotic controllers for
the three scenarios summarized in Table III. The goal of the
Exploration scenario is for the robot to explore the arena (see

Figure 2), while avoiding obstacles. This is a basic, well-
investigated but also highly relevant problem for real-world
applications. The respective, fully continuous, cost function
σE(S (F )) has been adapted from [23]. σE(S (F )) results
in lower cost for controllers which maximize the traveled
distance as well as the distance from the closest obstacle.

In the Exploration with stopping scenario, the robot has
to explore the arena until it encounters black floor where it
is supposed to stop. This scenario’s cost function σES differs
from σE in the additional term γS introducing a discrete step
by pulling the cost to zero while the robot is on a black floor.

In the final scenario, Exploration with sequential targets,
corresponding to a simplified search and rescue scenario
where a robot has to find the victim before following, for
instance, a radio-ping to the rally point. Its cost function
σEST is similar to σES, however, the coefficient γS has been
replaced by γST which includes two discrete steps: it halves
the cost once the black patch has been found and drops it
to zero only once the robot successfully arrives in the white
zone, after having visited a black spot.

It is worth noting, that in addition to the explicit sequen-
tial tasks specified before, there are implicit parallel tasks
involved in all the scenarios. For example, the exploration
scenario consists of moving while avoiding obstacles.

From an optimization perspective, the Exploration sce-
nario consists of a three dimensional problem including one
discrete (categorical) and two continuous variables. Both the
Exploration with stopping and Exploration with sequential
targets scenario correspond to 16 dimensional problems
including 8 discrete (categorical) and 8 continuous variables
each.

Algorithm 2: Update particle i’s position Pi

Input: Pt
i , Current timestep t, previous displacement

vector V t−1
i , personal and neighborhood’s best

positions Bt
i , Bt

n, weights α,βp,βn
Output: Pt+1

i
Initialize variables
γc← 0
V̂ t ←−→0
r1,r2,r3← random numbers
if diversity preservation then

Calculate γc (c.f., [12])
V̂ t ←Pt

i −Bt
n

end
Calculate new displacement vector
V t

i ←αV t−1
i +βpr1(Bt

i−Pt
i )+βnr2(Bt

n−Pt
i )+γcr3V̂ t

Update particle position
P

(t+1)
i ←Pt

i +V t
i

for every discrete dimension d ∈Pt+1
i do

Discretize d using Nearest Vertex Approach
d← round(d)

end



TABLE III: Configurations for the considered scenarios.

Scenario NS
a NE

b σ c

Exploration (σE ) 1 500 1
TE

∑
TE
k=1

(
1−σmv,k(1−σoa,k)

)
Exploration & Stop (σES) 2 2000 σE γS,k
Expl. with seq. targets (σEST ) 2 2000 σE γST,k

a NS: number of states of the resulting FSM controller
b NE : available evaluation budget per optimization run
c σ : respective cost functions to be minimized using

γS,k =

{
0 i f on black f loor
1 otherwise

γST,k =


0 i f on white f loor and on black f loor at t < k
0.5 i f on black f loor at t ≤ k
1 otherwise

and σmv,k =
||posk−posk−1 ||

Vmax∗dT the travelled distance at t=k and

σoa,k = min(detected obstacle distances)
max sensor range the distance to the closest obstacle

at t=k both normalized between 0 and 1.

Fig. 2: A Khepera IV robot with the active marker module
(left) in its initial position in the real 2 x 2 m arena including
obstacles (right). It is worth noting that while the overall floor
color seems black to human eyes, it is seen as grey by the
robots’ infrared sensors.

III. EXPERIMENTS

All robotic experiments were conducted using a single
Khepera IV robot [24], either simulated or real, equipped
with an active marker module featuring two LEDs for
enabling accurate tracking with the SwisTrack software [25]
(see Figure 2). Khepera IV are differentially driven robots
with a diameter of 14 cm and a maximal speed of ∼ 81
cm/s. Simulations have been carried out in Webots [26], an
open-source, high-fidelity robotics simulation platform. For
the simulated robots, sensors and actuators were calibrated
to match those of the real robots. The experiments in this
work are based exclusively on the infrared sensors of the
Khepera IV robot, leveraging them as proximity sensors
and as ambient light sensors. Finally, four infrared sensors
underneath the robot allow for the distinction of different
floor colors. The camera and ultrasound sensors are not used.

A. Experimental setup

Independently of the optimization algorithm used and the
targeted scenario, the experimental setup remains the same.
The optimization algorithm is initialized with its configura-
tion and NE depending on the scenario (cf. Table III). During
the optimization, each candidate solution F is evaluated

in simulation using Webots, where the returned cost-value
σ(S (F )) depends on the scenario. The Webots world
remains the same for all scenarios and is an exact replication
of the real arena depicted in Figure 2, including obstacles,
both black and white floor patches, as well as a light source.
Using a light-following behavior, the light source enables the
robot to navigate efficiently towards the white floor.

Each optimization algorithm-scenario combination is run
ten times. In order to investigate the truthfulness of the
recorded performance, each final candidate FSM is then
re-evaluated twenty times in simulation. Finally, the best
resulting FSM for each algorithm-scenario combination is
evaluated five times in reality using the setup depicted in
Figure 2. Furthermore, a manually designed FSM evaluated
in the same way serves as baseline. A solution is considered
competitive if its cost is not higher than the upper quartile
of the manual solution, rounded up to 0.05.

All optimization algorithms have knowledge about the
lower and upper bounds of every variable as well as their
type (discrete/continuous). Note that while both the NOMAD
and the IRACE implementation also support categorical vari-
ables, MDPSO does not. As a result, in order to achieve a fair
comparison, we decided to enforce the use of only discrete
and continuous values for all algorithms. Consequently, no
variable dependencies were provided to any algorithm either.

For MDPSO and MADS the parameters used can be found
in Table IV. It is worth noting that in order to ensure a fair
comparison, we used default parameters for all algorithms,
without resorting to any meta-parameter tuning. Naturally,
better learning performances could be achieved using fine-
tuned meta-parameters for each optimization algorithm and
scenario. However, there is no guarantee that one set of tuned
meta-parameters will perform well on a different scenario,
resulting thus in potentially highly specific results.

TABLE IV: Parameters used for MDPSO and MADS using
the notations [12] and [17] respectively

MDPSO MADS

Np 3NV γc0 2 LH SEARCH true
α 0.8 γd0 0.7 ROBUST MADS false*
βl 1.4 γmin 1E-10 ANISOTROPIC MESH false
βg 1.4 RANDOM EVAL SORT true
λ 0.1 MODEL EVAL SORT false

OPPORTUNISTIC EVAL false

* both robust and non robust versions have been explored in the scope of
this work. However, the non-robust version resulted in better performance
as reported in the results.

IV. RESULTS

Figure 3 show the performance for all algorithms on
the benchmark function mentioned before using different
levels of noise. For this evaluation, each algorithm-noise
configuration was run 20 times and re-evaluated using the
benchmark function without noise to obtain the true per-
formance. We can observe that, while both MDPSO-OCBA
variants perform consistently well, the moderate noise results
in slightly better mean performance for the MDPSO-OCBA



(a) no noise (nstd = 0)

(b) moderate noise (nstd = 1)

(c) high noise (nstd = 10)

Fig. 3: Comparison of the optimization algorithms for the
benchmark function using different levels of noise.

than the no-noise situation. This is supposedly due to the
additional exploration induced by the noise. Both IRACE
and MADS deliver consistently too, where MADS does not
perform as well as soon as noise is involved. However, it is
especially unexpected to see the robust MADS performing
worse than the non-robust variant, even in presence of noise.
In fact this observation (which was also repeated for the
control generation scenario - not shown here for brevity),
suggested us to exclusively consider the non-robust version
of MADS in the robotic comparative study. While a detailed
analysis of the cause of ROBUST-MADS’ worse perfor-

Fig. 4: Comparison between MDPSO and MDPSO-OCBA
for the Exploration with sequential targets scenario.

Fig. 5: Comparison between the three optimization algo-
rithms for the Exploration scenario. The shaded area cor-
responds to the standard deviation among optimization runs.

mance would be out of scope of this contribution, we suspect
that the mixed-discrete aspect of our optimization problem
is the cause. In fact, the smoothing-based noise-resistance
technique introduced in [18] and used in ROBUST-MADS
has been developed and demonstrated to increase MADS’
performance for continuous, unconstrained problems.

Figure 4 shows the direct comparison of MDPSO vs
MDPSO-OCBA for the Exploration with sequential targets
scenario. MDPSO-OCBA results not only in a better per-
forming solution, but also in a significantly decreased the gap
between recorded and re-evaluated cost, corresponding to a
better assessment of the learning progress within PSO.Very
similar results were obtained using the other scenarios and
are thus not reproduced here. It is also worth noting that
the results are coherent with the ones reported in [21] for
continuous PSO.

Figure 5 shows the representative resulting learning pro-
cess for the three scenarios, taking as example the Explo-
ration scenario. The number of controller evaluations (the
most computationally expensive operation in each iteration)
for each algorithm is used as optimization progress index.
We note that MADS shows the fastest convergence, but
all algorithms reach a competitive score in less than 100
(respectively 250 for the other two scenarios) evaluations.



Fig. 6: Recorded versus re-evaluated cost both in simulation
and reality of the best performing solutions for the Explo-
ration scenario for each of the three optimization algorithms.

MADS is also the only algorithm to stop before reaching the
maximal evaluation budget due to convergence of its mesh
grid. In fact, the individual MADS runs start converging at
around 370 evaluations, which explains the lack of standard
deviation after such value. Note that this only happens for the
Exploration scenario, for the other two scenarios MADS does
not converge before reaching the evaluation budget. Both
MDPSO-OCBA and IRACE do not converge prematurely
for any of the scenarios. Of course, it would be possible to
tune both MDPSO-OCBA and IRACE to converge earlier
as well, though this would involve a meta-parameter tuning
which was intentionally avoided here. Finally, it is worth
noting that MDPSO-OCBA without diversity preservation
converges faster than MDPSO-OCBA with diversity preser-
vation, as the latter forces MDPSO-OCBA to explore the
variable space more thoroughly.

According to the self-reported performances of each al-
gorithm in Figure 5, it seems that MADS performs best.
However, by comparing the recorded performances during
the optimization with a twenty-fold re-evaluation of the final
FSM candidates of every algorithm, shown in orange in
Figures 6, 7 and 8, we notice that MADS, and to a lesser
degree all algorithms, overestimate their performance during
the optimization process (i.e. report lower costs than those
obtained subsequently through re-evaluations). Nonetheless,
using their respective techniques for noise handling, the
reported costs for both MDPSO-OCBA and IRACE at the
end of the optimization runs, reported in blue in Figure 6, are
reasonably truthful. As we are using the non-robust version
of MADS, a strong underestimation of the recorded cost and
a corresponding large difference of cost during re-evaluation
was expected.

Overall, for the Exploration scenario, the performance in
simulation of all three algorithms is quite comparable. All
algorithms found a competitive solution (with a re-evaluated
cost < 0.65) in ten out of ten trials, with the exception of
one run of MDPSO-OCBA which is considered an outlier.

The five-fold evaluation of the best performing candidate
solution of each algorithm on real Khepera IV robot is
shown in green in Figure 6. While the MADS candidate

Fig. 7: Recorded versus re-evaluated cost both in simula-
tion and reality of the best performing solutions for the
Exploration with stopping scenario for each of the three
optimization algorithms.

Fig. 8: Recorded versus re-evaluated cost both in simulation
and reality of the best performing solutions for the Explo-
ration with sequential targets scenario for each of the three
optimization algorithms.

seems to perform best, followed by both MDPSO-OCBA
candidates, these differences are most probably simply due
to the inherent noisy nature of real robot experiments, since
their candidate solutions are almost identical.

Figure 7 shows that for the Exploration with stopping,
both MDPSO-OCBA algorithms perform best in simulation
(orange), with the one with diversity preservation slightly
better than without, tightly followed by IRACE. It is fur-
ther worth noting that out of ten trials, IRACE found a
competitive solution (with a re-evaluated cost < 0.2) in
three, MADS in one, MDPSO-OCBA in six and MDPSO-
OCBA without diversity preservation in five, respectively.
This implies that among the considered algorithms, both
MDPSO-OCBA versions generate competitive solutions to
the manually designed one most consistently.

The evaluation in reality of the best performing candidate,
reported in green in Figure 7, shows, however, that the best
performing candidate of IRACE is fully competitive with the
solutions found by the MDPSO-OCBA algorithms. MADS’s
solution, on the other hand, performs significantly worse.

Figure 8 shows the results of the Exploration with sequen-
tial targets scenario. A comparison of the re-evaluated costs



(in orange) shows that MDPSO-OCBA without diversity
preservation performs best in simulation. It is worth noting
that out of 10 trials, IRACE generated five competitive results
(cost < 0.2), MADS zero, MDPSO-OCBA six and MDPSO-
OCBA without diversity preservation eight, respectively.
However, the performance in reality of the best candidates of
IRACE, as well as both MDPSO-OCBA solutions are com-
parable, especially given the large noises present. MADS, on
the other hand, underperforms again compared to the other
algorithms both in simulation and reality.

V. DISCUSSION

In order to compare quantitatively the overall effect of
the algorithm choice on the resulting performance in simu-
lation, a Friedman test was performed on the results for the
three robotics problems. There was a marginally significant,
large effect in performance between at least two groups
(χ2(4) = 9.33, p = 0.053, Kendall’s W = 0.78). The statistical
marginal significance was expected given the relatively small
sample size, resulting in a low sensitivity.

Dunn’s post-hoc test for multiple comparisons with
Benjamini-Hochberg p-value correction to reduce the false
discovery rate revealed significant differences between
MADS and Manual (p < 0.01), as well as marginally
significant differences between both MDPSO-OCBA variants
and MADS (p < 0.1) as well as IRACE and Manual
(p < 0.1). Given these results, we can conclude that MADS
is outperformed by MDPSO-OCBA and that the manual
solution outperforms IRACE. However, further experiments
are needed to draw overall quantitative conclusions between
both MDPSO-OCBA variants and IRACE.

The comparison on the benchmark function highlights
both the performance and noise resistance of MDPSO-
OCBA. It also shows an increase in performance when
using the diversity preservation variant introduced in [12].
However, no similar improvement can be observed for the
considered robotic problems. This is supposedly due to
different characteristics of both fitness landscape and noise
of the optimization problems, rendering the diversity preser-
vation mechanism less effective or even counterproductive.

The introduction of discrete steps, which depend on the
achievement of sub-tasks, into the cost (or fitness) landscape
does not prevent most optimization algorithms considered
here to find candidate solutions competitive to the manually
implemented controller. However, as expected, the introduc-
tion of these discrete steps reduces the performance of all
algorithms with less competitive candidate solutions being
found. We note, that MDPSO-OCBA seems slightly more
robust to such cost landscapes in comparison to MADS and
IRACE, finding solutions competitive to a manually designed
controller more often. Given the additional difficulties im-
posed on the optimization process, one may argue that such
landscapes should be avoided. However, allowing for such
discrete steps in the cost function results in a significantly
more efficient design phase, notably for scenarios involving
sequential tasks, which greatly increases the attractiveness of
distal control architectures.

It is further worth noting that, while we cannot claim that
the results obtained here are valid in general, the abstraction
of the chosen scenarios through the distal control architecture
is thorough, providing a reasonable generality for sequential
tasks, independent of the underlying hardware (the numerical
values of the parameters might change, the optimization
problem’s landscape remains similar, however).

VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have shown that the challenge of auto-

matically generating a FSM can be cast into a well-defined
optimization problem. A Mixed-Discrete Particle Swarm
Optimization algorithm (MDPSO) has been enhanced with
an Optimal Computing Budget Allocation (OCBA) scheme
in order to adequately address this noisy problem. A compar-
ison with MDPSO showed that MDPSO-OCBA results not
only in better performing FSMs, but also significantly better
estimates of the ground truth performance achieved.

A comparison of MDPSO-OCBA with two different state-
of-the-art optimization algorithms has been drawn for a
benchmark function with different noise levels as well as
problems concerned with the design of FSM-based robotic
controllers for three different scenarios. We have shown that,
without any meta-parameter tuning, MDPSO-OCBA is able
to compete with, and even slightly outperform, IRACE, the
only (to the best of our knowledge) algorithm previously
used for automatic FSM generation. MADS, the other state-
of-the-art mixed-discrete optimization algorithm considered,
is instead significantly outperformed.

We believe that the good performance of MDPSO-OCBA
in this type of noisy, mixed-integer optimization problems
deserves additional analysis. Our current hypothesis is that
the strong exploration aspect of MDPSO coupled with the
powerful noise resistance including optimally guarantees
provided by OCBA is an ideal combination for the consid-
ered problems. Future work will also aim at improving the
optimization process in order to obtain an even higher rate
of competitive candidate solutions.
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APPENDIX

A. Basic behaviors

The obstacle avoidance behavior is based on the Brait-
enberg algorithm [27]. Given N proximity sensor readings

s[N] = [s1, ...,sN ] where each element si ∈ [0,1] (with 1
corresponding to contact), the speed values vl ,vr for left
and right wheel respectively, expressed as a fraction of the
maximum speed, are calculated through a weighted sum of
the individual sensor values si through Algorithm 3.

By using the infrared sensors as ambient light sensors and
reversing the way the speed delta is applied, Algorithm 3 is
transformed into a light following behavior in Algorithm 4.

For our experiments using Khepera IV robots, we had N =
8 and the weights used for obstacle avoidance (wOA) and light
following (wLF ) behaviour are as follows:

wOA[8] = [0,1.2,1.2,0.2,−1.2,−1.2,−0,−0]

wLF [8] = [60,40,20,0,−20,−40,−60,−40]

Each behavior accepts two parameters, p0 and p1 ∈ [0,1].
We note, however, that p1 is not used in Algorithm 4 and
both p0 and p1 are unused in Algorithm 5. As a fail-safe,
wheel speeds are bounded by [-1,1] for all behaviors.

Algorithm 3: Obstacle avoidance behavior
Input: N proximity sensor values s[N] ∈ [0,1],
behavior parameters p0, p1,
weightset wOA[N]
Output: Wheelspeeds vL,vR ∈ [0,1]

o f f set = 0.25− s[ f ront]
delta = 0
for i = [1...N] do

if s[i]> p1 ·0.5 then
delta += wOA[i] · s[i] · p0

end
end
vL = o f f set +delta
vR = o f f set−delta

Algorithm 4: Light following behavior
Input: N ambient light sensor values s[N] ∈ [0,1],
behavior parameters p0, p1(unused),
weightset wLF [N]
Output: Wheelspeeds vL,vR ∈ [0,1]

o f f set = 0.25+ s[ f ront]
delta = 0
for i = [1...N] do

delta += wLF [i] · s[i] · p0
end
vL = o f f set−delta
vR = o f f set +delta

Algorithm 5: Stop behavior
Input: Behavior parameters p0(unused), p1(unused)
Output: Wheelspeeds vL,vR ∈ [0,1]

vL = 0
vR = 0


